
+49 (0)40 468 992 48
Mo-Fr. 10:00h to 19.00h

Adventure trip on Norway's dream roads (M-ID: 2682)
https://www.motourismo.com/en/listings/2682-adventure-trip-on-norways-dream-roads

from €3,400.00
Dates and duration (days)

7 days motorcycle holiday incl. rental motorcycle, accommodation in a top hotel & full board

Experience a unique motorcycle tour on the dream roads of
Norway - from Oslo to Trondheim or vice versa, it's up to
you!

Let yourself be inspired by high mountains with imposing
glaciers, rugged coasts, deep fjords and mighty waterfalls
as you ride this fantastic tour in our BMW R1250 GS.

At a glance:

- 7 days motorcycle tour on Norway's most beautiful roads
- Rental motorcycle BMW R1250 GS (F850GS on request)
- Top hotels with full board
- Support vehicle for luggage & service
- Small groups for maximum riding fun
With us you experience pure nature in the uniquely beautiful
landscape of Norway!

On this tour through southern Norway you will ride on
breathtakingly selected roads. In the unspoilt landscape,
one highlight follows the next, so you can hardly get
enough of it! You ride with us through various national
parks and visit fantastic sights. Enjoy every moment of this
selected motorcycle tour - whether directly on the bike or
on the ferry across the fjord. The motorcycle is always with
you.

You don't need to worry about your luggage on this
adventure tour - our service vehicle has enough space for
your bags and will accompany us the whole tour!

You will never forget this unique motorbike holiday again -
PRAISE!

Some highlights of the tour:

Briksdalsbreen Glacier
Our tour takes you to the mighty Briksdalsbreen Glacier, in
the Jostedalsbreen National Park: From a height of 1,200
metres, the wild glacier wall falls steeply down to the
narrow valley - it takes your breath away!

Vøringsfossen Waterfall
When you visit Vøringsfossen waterfall you will experience
a gigantic spectacle at one of Norway's most famous
sights: huge masses of water plunge down the freefall from
an impressive 145 metres!

Hardangervidda
On the largest plateau in Europe - the Hardangervidda with
an area of about 8,000 sqm - you can expect large plateaus
and high mountains, but also deep and fertile valleys. With
a bit of luck you might even experience one of the largest
wild reindeer tribes in Europe!

Trollstigen
The Trollstigen winds its way in 11 hairpin bends (each with
its own name!) from the Isterdalen valley up to the Stigrøra
pass. It is worth riding along the mountain road: Halfway
along the route there is a natural stone bridge over the
impressive Stigfossen waterfall.

Geiranger Skywalk
The Geiranger Skywalk offers probably the most wonderful
view in the world: Mount Dalsnibba is 1,500 metres above
the fjord level in Geiranger, here you look over snow-
covered peaks down to the Geirangerfjord. The road to
Dalsnibba is a series of great hairpin bends!
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7 sisters
On our mini-cruise to the 7 sisters we can participate in a
wonderful natural spectacle: At the abandoned farmhouse
Knivsflå, 7 waterfalls fall vertically into the Geirangerfjord -
with an average free fall of 250 metres! What a spectacle!

FAQ - Frequently asked questions
> Which requirements do I need?
You should be able to move safely with your motorcycle in
tight corners.

> Is this trip socially acceptable?
You are welcome to come with an escort, our onroad tours
are also great to ride with a pillion/pillion passenger.

> What is the level of difficulty?
This tour is also suitable for beginners and novice riders.

> What is the nature of the roads?
For the most part we ride on well paved roads.

> Do I need offroad experience?
No. These are fixed routes that are easy to ride on and are
also great for off-road beginners.

> Can I ride my own motorcycle?
We offer you BMW motorcycles for rent on this tour. On
request you can also be there with your own motorcycle. (If
you participate with your own motorbike this is NOT
included: fuel, maintenance and road charges).

> Is there a possibility to get his motorcycle clothing
directly and cheap to Norway?
Yes, here you will find a good and inexpensive alternative to
have your motorcycle clothing sent directly to your first
hotel in advance:

https://www.packlink.de/paket-europa/

Simply enter your weight, dimensions, place of dispatch
and destination on the homepage, compare the prices and
transit times of the respective providers and select the
tariff that suits you best.

> Which papers do I need for my motorcycle holiday in
Norway?
- German participants need an identity card or passport.
- All riders must be in possession of a valid category A
riding licence.

> Do I need certain additional insurances?
We recommend that you take out a travel accident
insurance policy as a supplement. We take out a travel
cancellation insurance - as a bonus - for you.

> Can I also book a flight through you?
You are welcome to give us permission in the booking form
to pass on your contact and travel data to our partner travel
agency, then the team of Flugbörse Celle will contact you
directly.
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Category Motorcycle Tour

Terrain Onroad

Vehicle motorcycle rent incl.

Tourguide / Coach yes (guided)

Accommodation Hotel / B&B or similar

Flight to / from no, not incl.

Support vehicle (luggage/service) no

Customer payment protection yes

* PRICING Minimal without optional extras, see pricing

Pricing

per rider in shared twin/double room €3,400.00

per pillion passenger in shared twin/double room €2,300.00

per person single room (surcharge) €400.00

Included

5 x guided tour days

Daily kilometres from 210 to 320 (onroad)

2 tour guides - German & English speaking

Small groups with max. 5 participants for lots of fun

Including luggage service and service vehicle

Including Fjord Ferries

Transfer to/from Oslo Airport or Trondheim Airport

Travel cancellation insurance - our bonus for YOU!

Tour T-Shirt

6 overnight stays in typical & high-quality top hotels, some of them historic

6 x breakfast for a good start into the day

5 x lunch snacks including drinks (non-alcoholic) with the meal

6 x dinner incl. drinks (non-alcoholic) with the meals

Rental motorcycle: BMW R 1250 GS - also lowered (BMW F850 GS on request)

Fuel, maintenance, all insurance and road charges

Tank bag for drinks (included) and small items

Fully comprehensive insurance with 1000 € SB
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Not included

Everything that is not listed under services

More details

Limited to 5 participants!

Duration: 7 days
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